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ABSTRACT

Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) are an important tool for research and regenerative
medicine, but their efficient cryopreservation remains a major challenge. The current gold standard
is slow-rate freezing of dissociated colonies in suspension, but low recovery rates limit immediate
post-thawing applicability. We tested whether ultrafast cooling by adherent vitrification improves
post-thawing survival in a selection of hiPSCs and small molecule neural precursor cells (smNPCs)
from Parkinson’s disease and controls. In a dual-center study, we compared the results by immu-
nocytochemistry (ICC), fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis, and RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq).
Adherent vitrification was achieved in the so-called TWIST substrate, a device combining cultiva-
tion, vitrification, storage, and post-thawing cultivation. Adherent vitrification resulted in preserved
confluency and significantly higher cell numbers, and viability at day 1 after thawing, while
results were not significantly different at day 4 after thawing. RNA-seq and ICC of hiPSCs revealed
no change in gene expression and pluripotency markers, indicating that physical damage of slow-
rate freezing disrupts cellular membranes. Scanning electron microscopy showed preserved
colony integrity by adherent vitrification. Experiments using smNPCs demonstrated that adherent
vitrification is also applicable to neural derivatives of hiPSCs. Our data suggest that, compared to
the state-of-the-art slow-rate freezing in suspension, adherent vitrification is an improved cryo-
preservation technique for hiPSCs and derivatives. STEM CELLS TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE
2019;8:247–259

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

Efficient cryopreservation of human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) is a prerequisite for
future stem cell-based research. The current gold standard slow-rate freezing of dissociated col-
onies in suspension limit immediate post-thaw applicability due to low survival rates after thaw-
ing. These data suggest that ultra-fast cooling by adherent vitrification in the TWIST substrate
improves direct post-thaw applicability of hiPSCs and neural derivatives. The TWIST technique
provides ready-to-use samples and might therefore enable large-scale vitrification of adherent
cell systems. This advanced cryopreservation method can be transferred to current stem cell
research and can make large-scale experiments more efficient and comparable.

INTRODUCTION

The isolation of human embryonic stem cells
(hESCs) in 1998 and the derivation of human-
induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) by
reprogramming of somatic cells via overexpres-
sion of the pluripotency-specific transcription
factors OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4, and c-MYC in 2007
have marked the beginning of a new era in
translational research. Since then, hiPSCs
proved to be a powerful tool for basic scientific
research, disease modeling, compound testing,
and regenerative medicine [1]. One major limit-
ing factor for the experimental reproducibility
and translational applicability of hiPSCs is

efficient cryopreservation. HiPSCs and hESCs
are highly sensitive to freezing and thawing pro-
cedures, resulting in spontaneous differentia-
tion, low reattachment, and low recovery rates
[2–4]. HiPSCs are typically frozen as dissociated
cell clumps with slow cooling rates of approxi-
mately −1�C/minute. Resuspension in cryome-
dia containing various concentrations of
cryoprotective agents (CPAs) like 10% dimethyl-
sulfoxide (DMSO) minimizes the freezing damage
to the cells [5, 6]. However, cryoinjury during
slow-rate freezing due to intracellular/extracellu-
lar freezing, toxicity of CPAs, and osmotic imbal-
ances between the intracellular and extracellular
environment endanger post-thawing viability of
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pluripotent stem cells [6]. The disruption of cell–cell contacts ren-
ders hiPSCs vulnerable and results in apoptosis or anoikis (detach-
ment-induced apoptosis) after thawing [4, 7, 8].

It has been shown in hESCs, that loss of E-cadherin depen-
dent cell–cell adhesion triggers cell death by Rho/Rho-associated
protein kinase (ROCK) and myosin hyperactivation [9]. A
chemical-based method to improve the survival of dissociated
pluripotent stem cells is the addition of ROCK inhibitor (RI,
Y27632) to the medium during the first 24 hours and thereby
inhibiting dissociation-induced cell death [10–15]. However, it
has been shown that morphological and metabolic changes can
occur in human pluripotent stem cells after RI treatment
[16, 17].

In contrast to slow-rate freezing, vitrification overcomes
intracellular and extracellular ice crystallization and thus mini-
mizes osmotic effects. Temporarily high concentrations of
CPAs and ultrafast cooling rates by immersion into liquid nitro-
gen inhibit ice formation and transform the cytoplasm of the
cells into a glasslike structure [18]. Successful vitrification of
pluripotent stem cells was originally performed in straws [2].
Thus far, disadvantages of vitrification are the complex han-
dling and freezing procedure, and the highly limited number of
cells that can be vitrified at the same time [2, 3]. A major
advance for vitrification of human pluripotent stem cells was
made by further developing a surface-based approach [19–21].
Adherent vitrification has been successfully shown for hESCs,
using a special disposable allowing cultivation, cryopreserva-
tion, storage, and post-thawing cultivation in a single device
(Fig. 1A) [20]. The ultra-thin bottom of the so-called TWIST
substrate enables adherent vitrification of pluripotent stem
cells without direct contact to the potentially nonsterile liquid
nitrogen. Regarding the influence of cryopreservation methods
to human pluripotent stem cells on genetic level, only little
knowledge has been reported so far [4, 22]. Previous data sug-
gest that cell-line-specific variations in DNA methylation and
gene expression are more prevalent in hiPSCs than in hESCs
that might affect reproducibility of experiments [23]. The avail-
ability of protocols for a minimal or even noninvasive cryopres-
ervation of hiPSCs in their physiological state is a prerequisite for
hiPSC-based research and future application.

The aim of this study was to provide a detailed comparison
of adherent vitrification to the standard technique applied in
human stem cell research by using a cohort of hiPSCs and neu-
ral derivatives in a dual-center approach. A selection of hiPSCs
and derived small molecule neural precursor cells (smNPCs)
from healthy individuals and patients with Parkinson’s disease
(PD) were used (Fig. 1B). We compared unfrozen and cryopre-
served cells at day 1 and day 4 after thawing. Our data dem-
onstrate that adherent vitrification is an improved and
scalable cryopreservation method for hiPSCs and neural deriv-
atives. Dissociation-induced cell death is prevented and thus
possible clonal selection during freeze–thaw cycles is reduced.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation and Cultivation of hiPSCs

Human fibroblasts were reprogrammed by retroviral transduction
with SOX2, KLF4, c-MYC, and OCT3/4, and screened for pluripo-
tency and stable karyotype as previously described [24]. HiPSCs
were cultivated in mTeSR1 medium (STEMCELL Technologies,

Vancouver) with 1% Penicillin/Streptavidin (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Waltham, MA) on geltrex-coated (Gibco® Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific) or Matrigel-coated (Corning, NY) six-well plates (Nunc™
Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were passaged using Gentle Cell
Dissociation Reagent (GCDR) (STEMCELL Technologies) or 0.5 M
EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientific) treatment for 6 minutes at RT or
5 minutes at 37�C, respectively.

Generation and Cultivation of smNPCs

HiPSCs were differentiated into smNPCs as previously
described [25]. In short, hiPSCs were transferred to ultra-low
attachment six-well plates (Corning) to allow formation of
embryoid bodies using collagenase IV (Gibco® Thermo Fisher
Scientific) treatment. For this step, mTeSR1 supplemented
with 1 μM LDN, 10 μM SB431542, 3 μM CHIR99021, 0.5 μM
purmorphamine (PMA) (all from Tocris, Bristol) was used for
2 days. The medium was then changed to N2B27 medium
(50% DMEM/F12, 50% neurobasal medium, 1:200 N2, 1:100
B27 (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with the
same small molecules. On day 4, the medium was changed to
smNPC medium (N2B27 medium supplemented with 3 μM
CHIR99021, 0.5 μM PMA and 150 μM ascorbic acid (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Cell colonies were replated on geltrex-
coated 12-well plates in smNPC medium supplemented with RI
Y27532 (Tocris) after two more days of cultivation. SmNPCs
were passaged once a week as single cells in a ratio of 1:6 to
1:9 using accutase (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Cryopreservation Procedure

For slow-rate freezing, cells were detached using GCDR/EDTA
and accutase for hiPSCs and smNPCs, respectively. The cells
were resuspended in knockout serum replacement (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) with 10% DMSO (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe), trans-
ferred to cryovials (Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen), and
placed in a freezing container (Nalgene® Mr. Frosty, Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Cells were frozen to −80�C overnight and
stored for 3 days in the vapor phase of liquid nitrogen. For
rapid thawing of the cells, cryovials were immersed in a water
bath at 37�C. The cells were replated in cultivation medium
supplemented with 10 μM RI for 24 hours.

Cryopreservation via adherent vitrification was achieved
using the TWIST technique (Fig. 1A). Prior to vitrification of
hiPSCs and smNPCs, the cells were cultivated in the TWIST sub-
strate. Cells were incubated with precooled vitrification solution
1 (VS1) (cultivation medium with 10% DMSO and 10% ethylene
glycol [Carl Roth]) at RT for 5 or 1 minute for vitrification of
hiPSCs and smNPCs, respectively. VS1 was replaced with pre-
cooled vitrification solution 2 (VS2) (cultivation medium with
20% DMSO, 20% ethylene glycol, and 30% 1 M sucrose (Carl
Roth) in cultivation medium), and incubated for 5 seconds at
RT. After aspiration of VS2, the cultivation compartment was
closed with the lid to maintain sterility and twisted. Liquid nitro-
gen was filled into the nitrogen compartment of the TWIST sub-
strate and the cells were stored in the vapor phase of liquid
nitrogen 4 days. The cells were thawed by incubation with 37�C
prewarmed warming solution 1 (WS1) (cultivation medium with
20% 1 M sucrose) for 1 minutes at RT. WS1 was replaced with
warming solution 2 (WS2) (cultivation medium with 10% 1 M
sucrose) and incubated for 5 minutes at RT. After thawing, WS2
was replaced with cultivation medium and the cells were placed
in an incubator (37�C, 5% CO2).
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Cell Counting and Cell Viability

Cell counting and viability analysis was performed with the
LUNA-FL™ Dual Fluorescence Cell Counter (Logos Biosystems,
Anyang-si) or NucleoCounter NC-200 (Chemometec, Allerod),
following manufacturer’s instructions. Viability of cells was
measured by acridine orange (AO) and propidium iodide
(PI) or 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining.

Confluency Analysis

Bright-field images were taken with an Olympus SZX16 stereo-
microscope and analyzed using ImageJ (version 1.51) or NIS-
Elements AR (Nikon, Tokio, version 4.60.00).

Flow Cytometry Analysis

For flow cytometry analysis of hiPSCs, cells were detached using
accutase or TrypLE (Thermo Fisher Scientific) treatment

(3–5 minutes, 37�C, 5% CO2) and washed with FACS-PBS (PBS,
2% FCS (Gibco® Thermo Fisher Scientific), 0.01% NaN3 (Sigma-
Aldrich)). For surface staining, cells were incubated with saturat-
ing amounts of fluorescently labeled antibodies for 15–30
minutes at 4�C in the dark. Cells were washed and collected in
300–350 μl FACS-PBS.

For flow cytometry of smNPCs, cells were detached
using accutase treatment (5 minutes, 37�C, 5% CO2).
1 × 106 cells were fixed with BD Cytofix/Cytoperm (BD Bio-
sciences, San Jose, CA) for 20 minutes at RT and permeabi-
lized with 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for
5 minutes at RT. The cells were incubated with saturating
amounts of fluorescently labeled antibodies for 15 minutes
at RT in the dark. Afterwards, the cells collected in BD Perm-
Wash buffer.

Flow cytometry was performed using Cytoflex (Beckman
Coulter, Brea, CA) or BD FACS Aria III (BD Biosciences) and

Figure 1. Experimental method and paradigm. (A): Vitrification process. (B): Control and patient cell lines used for all experiments.
(C and D): hiPSCs (C) and smNPCs (D) were cryopreserved via slow-rate freezing in suspension and adherent vitrification in TWIST substrate.
Experiments were performed for unfrozen cells and cryopreserved cells 1 day (d1) and 4 days (d4) after rapid thawing using immunocyto-
chemistry, fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis, RNA-sequencing, and scanning electron microscopy. Abbreviations: C, control; CPA,
cryoprotective agents; hiPSCs, human-induced pluripotent stem cells; PD, Parkinson’s disease; smNPCs, small molecule neural precursor cells.
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analyzed using FlowJo software (LLC) and CytExpert (Beckman
Coulter) or BD FACS Diva Software (BD Biosciences).

The following antibodies were used for flow cytometry:
anti-Tra-1-60-FITC (#330614, BioLegend, San Diego, CA), anti-
Sox2-PE (#560291, BD Biosciences), anti-Nestin-PerCP-CY5.5
(#561231, BD Biosciences), anti-PE-Mouse-IgG2a isotype con-
trol (#554648, BD Biosciences), anti-PerCP-Cy5.5-Mouse-IgG1
isotype control (#550795, BD Biosciences), and anti-Mouse-
IgM isotype control (#401617, BioLegend).

Immunocytochemistry and Image Analysis

HiPSCs and smNPCs were fixed with 4% PFA (Carl Roth) or BD
Cytofix (BD Biosciences) for 10 minutes at RT or 30 minutes at
4�C. Fixed cells were blocked for 1 hour at RT. Primary anti-
bodies were diluted in blocking solution (1% bovine serum albu-
min and 0.2% Tween in PBS, Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated
overnight at 4�C. The next day, cells were incubated with fluo-
rescently labeled secondary antibodies for 1 hour at RT, fol-
lowed by an incubation with DAPI (10 μg/ml, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) for 1 minute at RT to the stain the nuclei. Stained
cells were mounted on microscope slides using 10 μl of mount-
ing solution (Aqua-Poly/Mount, Polysciences, Warrington, PA).
After drying overnight at RT in the dark, the object glasses were
stored at 4�C in the dark. Images were taken with Axio
Observer.Z1 fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen)
or Leica DMI6000 (Leica, Wetzlar) and analyzed with respective
software or ImageJ software (version 1.51).

The following primary antibodies were used: anti-Nanog
(#AF2729, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, 1:300), anti-Oct3/4
(#Sc-5,279, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA, 1:300), anti-Sox2
(#D6D9, Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, 1:200), and anti-Nestin
(#Sc-21,247, Santa Cruz, 1:300). The following secondary anti-
bodies were used: anti-goat 546 (#A11056, Life Technology,
Carlsbad, CA, 1:700), anti-rabbit 488 (#A21206, Life Technol-
ogy, 1:700), and anti-mouse 546 (#A10036, Life Technol-
ogy, 1:700).

Scanning Electron Microscopy

The samples were washed in PBS and fixed with 2% glutaralde-
hyde on 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (both Agar Scientific, Essex,
UK). The following preparation steps were performed as previ-
ously described [26]. The postfixation implemented in consec-
utive steps composed of incubation in 2% osmium tetroxide
(Carl Roth), 1% tannic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1% uranyl
acetate (Ted Pella, Redding, CA) solutions. Subsequently, dehy-
dration in increased ethanol series and drying in hexamethyldi-
silazane (Sigma-Aldrich) ensued according to Katsen-Globa
et al. [27]. The prepared samples were investigated at a 5 kV
accelerating voltage and work distance of 10 mm in Philips
FESEM XL30 (FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands).

RNA Sequencing

Libraries for next-generation sequencing were prepared with
total RNA isolated from unfrozen and thawed hiPSCs using
the TruSeq Stranded mRNA kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quality control
was performed with a Bioanalyzer® system (Agilent, Santa
Clara, CA). Samples were sequenced at 100 bp paired-end at
a depth of >40,000,000 reads. After sequencing with the
HiSeq 2,500 sequencer (Illumina), samples files were con-
verted to .fastq files.

FastQ files were aligned to the human genome (hg19)
using STAR under previously published conditions [28]. Aligned
sam-files were annotated with gencode.v19 and features
counted using SubReads featureCounts. DESeq2 was used to
determine differential expression. Stringent criteria were set
to determine significantly dysregulated genes: adjusted p value
below .05 and log2 fold change (log2FC) of greater than one.
To reduce false positives due to high variability of lowly
expressed transcripts, only genes with a mean expression
value of greater than one reads per kilobase per million
mapped reads (RPKM) throughout the dataset were consid-
ered. Hierarchical clustering was generated using the seaborn
package in python. Principal component analysis (PCA) plots
were performed in R using DESeq2.

Statistical Analysis

The results of this study were obtained from three hiPSC lines
of PD patients and three hiPSC lines of controls unless stated
differently. Three independent experiments were performed
with each hiPSC line. All statistical analyses were conducted
with Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Significance
level was assumed at p value <.05. Differences between two
groups were analyzed by one-way-ANOVA followed by Bonfer-
roni post hoc test. When more than two groups were com-
pared, differences were analyzed with two-way ANOVA
followed by Sidak’s post hoc test.

RESULTS

Adherent Vitrification Preserves Confluency, Cell
Numbers, and Cell Viability of hiPSCs

For adherent vitrification, cells were cultivated and incubated
with CPAs prior to vitrification in the “upright” position of
the device and vitrified in the “twisted” position by filling liq-
uid nitrogen into the nitrogen compartment (Fig. 1A). To
compare the efficiency of adherent vitrification of hiPSCs in
the TWIST substrate to conventional slow-rate freezing, six
hiPSC and smNPC lines were used. Respective fibroblasts
were previously reprogrammed from controls and patients
suffering from PD (Fig. 1B) [29]. HiPSCs and smNPCs were
cryopreserved via slow-rate freezing in suspension and adher-
ent vitrification in the TWIST substrate and analyzed after
thawing (Fig. 1C, 1D). Rapid thawing was applied for both
freezing methods as previously described [19, 20]. Experi-
ments were performed for unfrozen control cells and cryo-
preserved cells 1 day (d1) and 4 days (d4) after thawing using
ICC, FACS analysis, RNA-Seq, and scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) (Fig. 1C, 1D). The experimental design was identi-
cal at centers 1 and 2, except for few variations (Supporting
Information Tables S1 and S2).

First, we assessed the cryopreservation efficiency of adher-
ent vitrification for hiPSCs and therefore analyzed the con-
fluency in the TWIST substrates (Fig. 2A). We used bright-field
images of the TWIST cultivation surface, allowing tracing of
the identical hiPSC colonies before and at d1 after vitrification
(Fig. 2B). Quantification revealed preserved confluency of
hiPSCs after adherent vitrification on the TWIST substrate
(mean confluency before freezing 63.3% � 7.2% vs. d1 after
freezing 57.8% � 4.4%) (Fig. 2C). No differences between
experimental centers and control/disease hiPSC lines were
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detectable, indicating reproducibility of adherent vitrification
on the TWIST substrate. In a second step, we compared the
absolute cell numbers and cell viability of slow-rate frozen and
vitrified hiPSCs at d1 after thawing to unfrozen cells of the
identical cell lines (Fig. 2D–2G). Slow-rate freezing in suspen-
sion resulted in a significant cell loss of average 69% � 7%
(Fig. 2D), whereas adherent vitrification in the TWIST substrate

did not reduce absolute cell numbers (Fig. 2E). Furthermore,
the viability of thawed hiPSCs was reduced at d1 after slow-
rate freezing in suspension, as measured by AO for total
population and PI or DAPI for nonviable cells (viability before
freezing 81.0% � 4.5% vs. d1 after thawing 67.7% � 6.2%)
(Fig. 2F). In contrast, the viability of vitrified hiPSCs was even
increased after thawing to 93.14% � 2.3% (Fig. 2G). The total

Figure 2. Preservation of confluency, cell numbers, and cell viability by adherent vitrification of hiPSCs. (A): Experimental paradigm.
(B): Representative bright-field images of C and PD hiPSCs in TWIST substrate before and after vitrification. Scale bar 5 mm. (C): Quantifi-
cation of hiPSC confluency before and after adherent vitrification showed no significant changes. Results are shown as mean � SD (n = 4
for disease/control group). Statistical analysis: two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc test. (D–G): Absolute cell numbers and
viability of hiPSCs were determined before and after cryopreservation via slow-rate freezing in suspension (D, F) and adherent vitrification
(E, G), as measured by PI and AO staining. Slow-rate freezing resulted in decreased cell numbers and viability 24 hours after thawing (D).
adherent vitrification had no effect on the absolute cell numbers and cell viability (E,G). Results are shown as mean � SD. Three indepen-
dent experiments were performed for each hiPSC line (n = 3 per control/disease group). **p value < .005, ***p value < .0001 by two-
way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc test. see also Supporting Information Figure S1. Abbreviations: AO, acridine orange; C, con-
trol; hiPSCs, human-induced pluripotent stem cells; PD, Parkinson’s disease; PI, propidium iodide.
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recovery of hiPSCs was 26% � 13% and 110% � 24% after
slow-rate freezing and adherent vitrification, respectively. In
summary, adherent vitrification in the TWIST substrate
resulted in preserved confluency, cell numbers, a higher cell

viability, and higher cell recovery compared to conventional
slow-rate freezing.

Furthermore, we analyzed the influence of RI on thawing
efficiency after slow-rate freezing and adherent vitrification

Figure 3. Reduction of Tra-1-60-positive hiPSCs after slow-rate freezing in suspension. (A): Experimental paradigm. (B): Representative ICC
images of pluripotency markers OCT3/4 (red) and NANOG (green) staining before and after cryopreservation. Scale bar 100 μm. See also
Supporting Information Figure S2. (C): Representative FACS plots for Tra-1-60 expression in hiPSCs before and after freezing. (D and E): Quanti-
fication of Tra-1-60 FACS analysis of hiPSCs after slow-rate freezing in suspension (D) and adherent vitrification (E). The percentage of
Tra-1-60-positive hiPSCs was significantly decreased after slow-rate freezing (d1). Adherent vitrification of hiPSCs had no influence on the percent-
age of Tra-1-60-positive cells. Results are shown asmean� SD (n = 4 per control/disease group). **p < .0001 by two-way ANOVA followed by Bon-
ferroni post hoc test. Abbreviations: hiPSCs, human-induced pluripotent stem cells; ICC, immunocytochemistry; PD, Parkinson’s disease.
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(Supporting Information Fig. S1). When we thawed slow-rate
frozen hiPSCs without supplementing RI to the medium for the
first 24 hours, we detected almost no surviving hiPSCs at d1.
Conversely, addition of RI to vitrified hiPSCs had no additional
effect on surviving colonies after thawing. This experiment
shows that RI is crucial for slow-rate frozen hiPSCs, but redun-
dant for thawing of hiPSCs after adherent vitrification.

Reduction of Tra-1-60-Positive hiPSCs after Slow-Rate
Freezing in Suspension

Next, we examined the effect of cryopreservation on the pluripo-
tency state of hiPSCs (Fig. 3A). ICC for the pluripotency markers
NANOG (green) and OCT3/4 (red) revealed strong expression of
both markers in the majority of cells before and at d1/ d4 after
cryopreservation for both freezing methods (Fig. 3B and Support-
ing Information Fig. S2). All groups showed typical compact mor-
phology of pluripotent stem cell colonies with clear borders and
no indications for differentiating cells, whereas slow-rate frozen

hiPSCs at d1 were missing borders and the cells were scattered
throughout the cultivation dish (Fig. 3B). Next, we performed FACS
analysis for the surface protein and pluripotent stem cell marker
Tra-1-60 (Fig. 3C). At d1 after slow-rate freezing in suspension, Tra-
1-60-positive hiPSCs were significantly decreased (before freezing
86.0% � 3.4% vs. d1 70.0% � 3.4% vs. d4 86.8% � 5.1%). Experi-
ments at center 1 and center 2 were comparable for the decrease
of Tra-1-60-positive hiPSCs. There were no significant differences
between disease and control cell lines. After 4 days of cultivation,
the percentage of Tra-1-60-positive hiPSCs was not different from
the level of unfrozen cells any more (Fig. 3D). Adherent vitrifica-
tion of hiPSCs on the TWIST substrate had no effect on the per-
centage of Tra-1-60-positive hiPSCs at d1 and d4 after thawing
(before freezing 86.0% � 3.4% vs. d1 87.23% � 1.3% vs. d4
88.0%� 4.3%) (Fig. 3E). These results show that the expression of
the intracellular pluripotency markers NANOG and OCT3/4 is
unchanged in all groups after cryopreservation, indicative for pre-
served pluripotency. The decreased number of the cell surface

Figure 4. Cryopreservation does not alter global transcriptome of hiPSCs. (A): Experimental paradigm. (B): Hierarchical clustering of
Pearson correlation coefficients of transcripts with mean reads per kilobase per million > 1. (C and D): Transcriptome-wide PC analysis
highlighting experimental conditions (C) and cell lines (D). Abbreviations: hiPSCs, human-induced pluripotent stem cells; PC, principal com-
ponent; PD, Parkinson’s disease.
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marker Tra-1-60 might be attributed to loosened colony morphol-
ogy or shifts in membrane at d1 after thawing, indicative for the
impairment of cell–cell contacts at d1.

Unchanged Gene Expression of hiPSCs after
Cryopreservation

To elucidate whether the different cryopreservation technolo-
gies induce global and long-lasting transcriptome changes, we
performed RNA-seq of hiPSCs prior to freezing and at days
1 and 4 after thawing (Fig. 4A). Hierarchical clustering of Pear-
son correlation of the whole expressed transcriptome (mean
RPKM > 16,560 genes) clustered the samples according to the
hiPSC line. However, the different cryopreservation techniques
did not play a significant role (Fig. 4B). This finding was vali-
dated by using PCA. Two clusters were identified that diverge
in a group with the hiPSC lines C1-1 and C3-1, and a second
one containing PD1-1 samples (Fig. 4D). No difference due to
cryopreservation was observed (Fig. 4C). This diversification
might be due to the different sex of the donors (C1-1 and
C3-1 are female while PD1-2 is male). To determine if single
gene expression levels are altered, we performed differential
expression analysis using DESeq2 and compared each time
point and freezing method to the cells prior to freezing. Even
this sensitive method revealed no differences in gene expres-
sion using our stringency thresholds (adjusted p value <.05,
log2 fold change >1, and mean RPKM >1). These unexpected
results suggest that cryopreservation of hiPSCs—independent

of the used method—does not change the stem cell
transcriptome.

Preserved hiPSC Colony Integrity by Adherent
Vitrification
Since we observed a significant decrease of Tra-1-60-positive
hiPSCs after slow-rate freezing but no differences in global
transcriptome and expression of pluripotency markers
NANOG and OCT3/4, we analyzed whether physical damage
during freezing results in decreased number of the surface
marker Tra-1-60. Therefore, we performed SEM of hiPSC col-
onies before and after cryopreservation via slow-rate freezing
and adherent vitrification (Fig. 5A and Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S3). Prior to freezing, hiPSC colonies showed
intact cell–cell contacts (Fig. 5B and Supporting Information
Fig. S3A: D2/4, arrows) with the cell surface either smooth or
covered with short microvilli located at the cell borders
(Supporting Information Fig. S3A: B2/4, C2/4, D2/4). Small
cells (5-7 μm in diameter) (Supporting Information Fig. S3A,
B1/3) or cell fragments with intact (Supporting Information
Fig. S3A: B1/3, asterisks) or damaged cell membrane
(Supporting Information Fig. S3A: B/D1 and B/D3, double
asterisks) were only observed at the edges of hiPSC colonies
(Supporting Information Fig. S3A: A1/3, dash-dots quadrats).
Strikingly, at day 1 after cryopreservation, adherent vitrifica-
tion on the TWIST substrate resulted in intact hiPSC colonies
comparable to unfrozen hiPSCs (Fig. 5B and Supporting Infor-
mation Fig. S3B: A3-4). Cells exhibiting numerous long

Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed preservation of colony integrity of hiPSCs by adherent vitrification. (A): Experi-
mental paradigm. (B): Representative SEM images of hiPSCs before and after cryopreservation via slow-rate freezing and vitrification.
Prior to freezing intact cell–cell contacts were visible (arrows) and hiPSCs displayed numerous microvilli. After thawing of slow-rate frozen
hiPSCs, large holes within colonies (arrow) and damaged cells were detected (asterisks). Adherent vitrification preserved cell–cell adhe-
sions (arrows) and hiPSCs were covered with numerous microvilli. Scale bars 10 μm. See also Supporting Information Figure S3. Abbrevia-
tions: hiPSCs, human-induced pluripotent stem cells; PD, Parkinson’s disease.
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microvilli were observed after adherent vitrification (Fig. 5B
and Supporting Information Fig. S3B: B3-4, C3-4, D3-4). In
contrast, at day 1 after slow-rate freezing, only small hiPSC
colonies and enormous amounts of damaged cell material
and artifacts with the extracellular matrix (ECM) coating were
observed (Supporting Information Fig. S3B: A1-2). Moreover,
large holes in the plasmatic membrane were visible after
slow-rate freezing (Fig. 5B; S3B: C1-2, D1-2, arrows). At day
4 after thawing, large intact colonies with numerous micro-
villi were observed for both freezing methods (Fig. 5B and
Supporting Information Fig. S3C: A2-4, D1-4). Small hiPSC col-
onies of C2-3 are most likely the result of a pipetting or cen-
trifugation error (Supporting Information Fig. S3C: A1).
Furthermore, round cells with or without damaged mem-
brane were detected for both freezing methods (Supporting
Information Fig. S3C: B2-4, C1-2, undamaged marked with

asterisks, damaged marked with double asterisks). Gel-like
formations were detected, indicating artifacts of damaged
cells and disturbances with the underlying ECM that was
used for coating and were disrupted during sample prepara-
tion for electron microscopy. Due to their electrical charge,
they appear brighter in the images (Supporting Information
Fig. S3C: B1, quadrats). In summary, SEM analysis of hiPSC
colonies before and after cryopreservation revealed preserva-
tion of intact cell–cell contacts by adherent vitrification.

Preserved Cell Numbers and Cell Viability of smNPCs
by Adherent Vitrification
To examine if adherent vitrification in the TWIST substrate is
also feasible for neural precursor cells, we vitrified smNPCs.
The smNPCs were generated using an adapted version of a
published protocol for a dual-SMAD-based generation of

Figure 6. Adherent vitrification preserves cell numbers and cell viability of smNPCs. (A): Scheme of midbrain differentiation of hiPSCs
into smNPCs via EBs intermediate state. (B): Experimental paradigm. (C–F): Absolute cell numbers and viability of smNPCs were deter-
mined before and after cryopreservation via slow-rate freezing in suspension (C, E) and adherent vitrification (D, F), as measured by PI
and AO staining. Slow-rate freezing resulted in significant cell loss and reduced cell viability (C, E). Adherent vitrification preserved abso-
lute cell numbers and viability of smNPCs. Results are shown as mean � SD. Two independent experiments were performed for each
smNPC line (n = 3 per control/disease line). **p value = .005, ***p value < .0001 by two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc
test. Abbreviations: AO, acridine orange; C, control; EBs, embryoid bodies; hiPSCs, human-induced pluripotent stem cells; PD, Parkinson’s
disease; PI, propidium iodide; smNPCs, small molecule neural precursor cells.
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midbrain neurons from hiPSCs (Fig. 6A) [25, 29]. The cryopres-
ervation experiments were designed using the same groups
and freezing conditions as for the hiPSCs (Fig. 1D). First, we
analyzed if absolute cell numbers and viability of smNPCs are
affected by slow-rate freezing in suspension or adherent vitrifi-
cation, in comparison to unfrozen cells of the identical cell
lines (Fig. 6B). Slow-rate freezing of smNPCs resulted in a sig-
nificant cell loss of average 51% after thawing (Fig. 6C),
whereas after vitrification the absolute numbers of plated
smNPCs was not reduced (Fig. 6D). Furthermore, the viability
of smNPCs was decreased after slow-rate freezing (before
freezing 84.3% � 8.8% vs. d1 after thawing 66.4% � 18.7%)
(Fig. 6E). Adherent vitrification in the TWIST substrate had no
influence on the viability of smNPCs (before freezing
84.3% � 8.8% vs. d1 after thawing 81.0% � 5.2%) (Fig. 6F).
The total recovery of smNPCs was 41% � 23% and
142% � 45% after slow-rate freezing and adherent vitrifica-
tion, respectively. In summary, our data indicate that adherent
vitrification is applicable for neural derivatives of hiPSCs.

Unchanged Neural Identity of smNPCs after
Cryopreservation

For further characterization of smNPCs after cryopreservation,
we performed ICC and FACS analysis for respective neural
markers (Fig. 7A). Staining for the neural identity markers
SOX2 (green) and NESTIN (red) revealed strong expression in
the majority of cells before and after cryopreservation via
slow-rate freezing and vitrification. All groups displayed
colony-like morphology, while slow-rate frozen smNPCs at d1
after thawing were dispersed throughout the cultivation sur-
face (Fig. 7B). Moreover, we performed FACS analysis for the
neural identity markers SOX2 and NESTIN (Fig. 7C). Quantifica-
tion revealed no significant change in the percentage of dou-
ble positive smNPCs after slow-rate freezing in suspension
(before freezing 89.0% � 6.1% vs. d1 81.5% � 6.4% vs. d4
85.7% � 6.5%) (Fig. 7D) and adherent vitrification on the
TWIST substrate (before freezing 89.0% � 6.1% vs. d1
84.6% � 7.5% vs. d4 79.5% � 5.4%) (Fig. 7E). Taken together,
both cryopreservation methods preserve the neural identity of
smNPCs.

DISCUSSION

A prerequisite of hiPSC-based research is the availability of
high-quality human pluripotent stem cells. Efficient cryopreser-
vation of hiPSCs and derivatives can impact reproducibility,
robustness, and simplicity of this application. This dual-center
study compared a new cryopreservation approach (adherent
vitrification) for hiPSCs and neural derivatives of control and
PD human cell lines to the standard procedure. Adherent vitri-
fication of hiPSCs and smNPCs in the TWIST substrate resulted
in higher confluency, cell numbers, and viability compared to
conventional slow-rate freezing of dissociated colonies in sus-
pension. Moreover, cell–cell adhesions of hiPSC colonies were
preserved by adherent vitrification. The global transcriptomic
profile of hiPSCs was unchanged upon cryopreservation for
both freezing methods.

With our adherent vitrification approach, we could retain
confluent hiPSC growth in the TWIST substrate immediately
after thawing. Moreover, absolute cell numbers of hiPSCs and

smNPCs were preserved after adherent vitrification compared
to conventional slow-rate freezing. Cell viability 24 hours after
thawing was significantly higher for vitrified hiPSCs and
smNPCs than for slow-rate frozen cells, where we observed a
viability loss of average 13% and 20% for hiPSCs and smNPCs,
respectively. Conventional slow-rate freezing in suspension is
the current gold standard for cryopreservation of large quanti-
ties of hiPSCs and neural derivatives. Our data confirm previ-
ously published data of low survival rates of human
pluripotent stem cells [2–4, 30, 31]. For instance, Wagh
et al. reported a decreased colony area of hESCs after slow-
rate freezing and the lowest cell viability 24 hours after thaw-
ing. In our study the timepoint of 24 hours after thawing, at
which hiPSCs showed morphological changes, revealed no
changes in the transcriptome of hiPSCs using RNA-seq. The
study of Wagh et al. found differences in hESCs at different
timepoints after cryopreservation using microarrays in one sin-
gle cell line [4]. As our study was performed with various lines
and replicates, our study identified that there are no reproduc-
ible changes when looking at a larger number of lines. More-
over, Wagh et al. showed that the hESCs were more similar to
unfrozen stem cells 24 hours after thawing than at the other
timepoints. Interestingly, a single-cell RNA-seq based study
found also no transcriptomic changes of different cryopre-
served cell types and primary tissues [32]. This outcome differs
from previous RNA-seq studies of fresh and frozen cells and
provides new insight for future stem cell-based studies.

Furthermore, human pluripotent stem cells are highly sen-
sitive to the disruption of cell–cell/cell-matrix adhesions and
colony dissociation [9, 33, 34]. The method of choice to inhibit
cell death after slow-rate freezing is currently the interference
of the Rho/ROCK signaling pathway [11, 14, 35]. However, it
has been shown recently that the RI Y-27632 alters the metab-
olism of hiPSCs by reducing glycolysis, glutaminolysis, and the
citric acid cycle [17]. Hence, one of the major advantages of
adherent vitrification is that ROCK inhibition is not necessary.
By avoiding cell detachment prior to cryopreservation, we
maintain confluency on the cultivation surface, contributing to
higher survival rates, and avoid possible side effects of RI on
hiPSCs, for example, actin bundling and disruption of colony
formation [36].

Previous studies showed that various cell adhesion mole-
cules regulate self-renewal, pluripotency, and survival of plu-
ripotent stem cells [37–40]. Even though current protocols for
pluripotent stem cells avoid complete dissociation by detach-
ing, passaging, and freezing cells as clumps, conventional
slow-rate freezing in suspension can lead to cell death of dis-
sociated cells [8]. After adherent vitrification on the TWIST
substrate, we observed preserved compact colony morphol-
ogy, intact cell–cell-adhesions, and numerous microvilli indicat-
ing induction of proliferation shortly after thawing. In contrast,
SEM revealed major cryoinjury of hiPSC colonies after slow-
rate freezing in suspension. Strikingly, the number of Tra-
1-60-exhibiting hiPSCs was significantly reduced at d1 after
slow-rate freezing and unchanged after adherent vitrification.
Tra-1-60, classically used as a pluripotency marker, is located
on the membrane of hiPSCs and hence more susceptible to
physical damage occurring during freezing procedure. Our
results indicate that adherent vitrification might prevent
cryoinjury of hiPSCs and neural derivatives, maybe by reducing
osmotic stress or ice crystallization and therefore protects
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Figure 7. Unchanged neural identity of smNPCs after cryopreservation.(A): Experimental paradigm. (B): Representative immunocyto-
chemistry images of neural identity markers SOX2 (green) and NESTIN (red) staining before and after cryopreservation. Scale bar 50 μm.
(C): Representative FACS plots for SOX2/NESTIN expression of smNPCs before and after cryopreservation. (D and E): Quantification of
SOX2/NESTIN FACS analysis of smNPCs after slow-rate freezing in suspension (D) and adherent vitrification (E) revealed no effect of both
cryopreservation methods on the number of SOX2/NESTIN-positive smNPCs. Results are shown as mean � SD. Two independent experi-
ments were performed for each smNPC line (n = 3 per control/disease group). Statistical analysis: one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni
post hoc test. Abbreviations: PD, Parkinson’s disease; smNPCs, small molecule neural precursor cells.
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cell–cell/cell-matrix adhesions during the freezing process as it
has been postulated, for example, for bone marrow cells [41].
For example, disruption of cell–cell adhesions mediated by the
epithelial cadherin (E-cadherin) might induce Rho/ROCK hyper-
activation and trigger detachment-induced cell death after
slow-rate freezing, as previously described [9, 34, 42]. Thus, by
avoiding cell detachment prior to cryopreservation, the adher-
ent vitrification approach maintains the physical integrity of
the hiPSC membrane and results in high cell survival.

In this study, we used standard containers with controlled
cooling rates of approximately −1�C/minute for unadherent
colonies, as detachment of colonies to either single cells or
clumps is still a standard procedure, commonly used in aca-
demic research institutes and operating biobanks for stock
keeping (e.g. HipSci, WiCell). However, the standard slow-
freezing method consists of additional steps that will influence
the cells: the effect of detachment, of freezing, and the forma-
tion of extracellular ice. The procedure of vitrification prevents
ice formation but puts osmotic damages at risk due to neces-
sary high concentrations of CPAs. While there are fundamental
differences in both approaches, our comparative study com-
pared adherent vitrification to the state of the art technique.
Our data show that adherent vitrification exceeds by far the
recovery of hiPSCs and neural derivatives in all six of the
tested lines and provides ready-to-use cells immediately after
thawing.

While slow-rate freezing in suspension is still the method of
choice for biobanking and large-scale experiments, adherent vit-
rification in the TWIST substrates offers a sterile vitrification of
adherent cells, highly compatible with clinical-grade cell lines.
Additionally, vitrified cells are ready-to-use for therapeutic appli-
cation immediately after thawing, for example, differentiated
cells for transplantation on demand. In this study, 35 mm cell
culture dishes (TWIST) were used. This size is not yet ready for
large-scale biobanking. But further development of large-scale,
society for biomolecular screening-compliant formats like 24- or
even 96-well plates, mapping the underlying principles that are
compatible with automated cell processing, can realize the
transfer of the TWIST technique to large-scale cell managing
and biobanking. We suggest that the adherent vitrification
approach can be transferred to any adherent cell system to
make large-scale experiments more efficient and comparable.
Avoiding time-consuming seeding and differentiation processes
after thawing makes the TWIST technique also applicable for
neural derivatives and potentially neurons.

CONCLUSION

The findings of our dual-center study suggest that compared
to standard methods adherent vitrification is an advanced
cryopreservation method for hiPSCs and neural derivatives.

Adherent vitrification in the TWIST substrate resulted in higher
absolute cell numbers and viability of hiPSCs and smNPCs at
day 1 after thawing. Nonetheless, we observed no changes in
expression of pluripotency markers and global transcriptome
after both freezing methods. Using SEM, we could show that
the slow-rate freezing procedure possibly damages cellular
membranes of hiPSCs, whereas adherent vitrification in the
TWIST substrate preserved cell–cell and cell-matrix adhesions.
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